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And this old man still had an expression of horror and begging for mercy, he
was already stiff, there was no movement, and there was no sign of his life.
This action of his shocked everyone even more, causing them to kneel down
one after another, expressing surrender to him.
Only Dilidal did not kneel, she raised her head, full of hatred and
unconvinced staring at Gong Chunqiu.
Gong Chunqiu walked up to Dilidal, with a joking smile on the corner of his
mouth, “Oh, it seems that she is still a fierce woman. My favorite is to play
with her.”
Dilidal popped a sentence from his teeth, “You will definitely die, you will
definitely die! Lin Ziming will definitely not let you go! You invaders will
definitely die here with us, and suffer from the earth forever. God’s torture
and punishment!”
After saying these words, there was determination in her eyes, and then she
suddenly took out a dagger from her arms.
And there is no stab towards Gong Chunqiu, because she knows that with
her strength, Gong Chunqiu can’t be threatened at all, she now wipes the
dagger to her neck!
She is going to commit suicide.
Even if she is dead, she does not want to be bullied by these brutes!
However, she still overestimated her own speed, or underestimated the other
party.
Gong Chunqiu grabbed her hand when she didn’t even rub her neck. At the
same time, Gong Chunqiu said playfully: “Little girl, in front of my Gong
Chunqiu, your life is no longer determined by you. You. Only I can judge
his life.”
Dilidal was caught by Gong Chunqiu with panic in her eyes, and she felt the
look Gong Chunqiu looked at her, which was completely brutal. If she fell
into Gong Chunqiu’s hands, then her fate would definitely be Extremely
miserable!
She reacted quickly, and she was about to bite her tongue and kill herself.
However, her movements were still discovered by Gong Chunqiu, and when
Gong Chunqiu tapped her body twice, her body could no longer move, and
Gong Chunqiu gave acupuncture points.
“I have already said that in front of me, your life and death are no longer in
your control.” Gong Chunqiu said with a smile, and his face revealed
extremely self-confidence and arrogance.
Indeed, at this time, no one except King Xiaoyao was in his eyes. He
believed that in this world, only King Xiaoyao could crush him. The others,
even Bu Jingyun and Sakyamuni. Johnnie will be surpassed by him sooner
or later.
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As for Lin Ziming, he was even more indifferent, thinking that it was just a
person who was bragging about by the world, and it was vain.
Dilidal was frozen, her face showing despair.
She knew that she must be dead, and what awaited her next was endless
humiliation.
Gong Chunqiu touched her face, feeling the tenderness of her skin, showing
a wretched expression, “It’s not bad, it’s very watery, it must be fun to play,
hahaha.”
Next, his gaze looked at the three fruits floating in front of him, and great
greed and fanaticism broke out in his eyes.
Three fruits!
This is one more than the two that Xiaoyao King got.
If he swallows it, he can break through to the God-Communication Realm at
once. At that time, he will return to the earth. Isn’t it a one-of-a-kind
existence?
At this moment, the three fruits in front of him were left in his eyes, and he
didn’t even realize that there was a powerful breath approaching them!
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